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Debunking the debunkers. Interesting argument: famous 
physicist Jan Zeman vs infamous impostor Dimitri Khalezov. 
 
 
As I have sincerely warned in the beginning of this book the appearance of my revelations might cause 
the annoyance of “professional” 9/11 conspiracy theorists and their annoyance could be rather extreme. 
The reasons why it could cause their annoyance is explained in detail in the corresponding Chapter 
“Warnings” at the beginning of this book, but I will repeat it one more time here. This is what I have said in 
the special Warnings chapter of the second full edition of my book back in 2009: 
 
“This book is not a pleasant surprise for some guys who have spent by now 8 years of their precious lives 
chewing on multiple 9/11 “conspiracy theories”. Since this book does not leave a stone standing of these 
former theories, it might deeply injure the “conspiracy theorists” – by implying they have spent these eight 
years for nothing. So, don’t be surprised when this book causes an extreme annoyance of many of them.” 
 
I can’t afford to leave this issue unaddressed, because some people might get the wrong impression. The 
FBI-appointed shills who claim to be “debunkers” have to be debunked and the Truth has to be preserved 
from their encroachment.   
 
Here is a classical example of how the “professional”, full-time 9/11 folks try to “debunk” the truth about 
9/11 – the truth they tried so hard to hide from you during the past 9 years… 
 
This was forwarded to me by my friend Daniel Estulin along with his e-mail letter addressed to me: 
 
When I was in Prague, one of the listeners at my conference is a famous physicist. I told him 
about 9-11 and sent him your Nexus article. Here is his reply. If you care to reply, his email is 
below 
 

  -----Mensaje original----- 
  De: Jan [mailto:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx@gmail.com] 
  Enviado el: viernes, 14 de enero de 2011 18:29 
  Para: daniel 
  Asunto: Re: contact 
 
  Dear Daniel, 
 
Please see the attached by me commented version of the Khalezov's article text. My 
commentaries are marked by yellow and red -for the places where he is out of reality. It is not a 
detailed rebuttal, but I commented just the most ridiculous claims, showing on multiple occasions 
he makes his numbers up and that he is either a disinfo or not a friend with his brain. 
 
With Best Regards 
 
Jan Zeman 
 
In fact, this “famous physicist” Jan Zeman did not limit himself to sending this e-mail to Daniel Estulin as a 
private correspondence. He was quick to publish his claims on a quite popular web site – 
911blogger.com: http://911blogger.com/news/2011-01-16/150kt-nukes-demolished-wtc-debunking-dimitri-
khalezovs-ridiculous-claims  under the name: “150kt Nukes Demolished Wtc ? - debunking of Dimitri 
Khalezov's ridiculous claims” 
 
I indeed care to reply as suggested by Daniel, though I prefer to make my reply public as well – by just 
including it to my book as an additional chapter. Below you will see the accusations and my answers to 
them. And I leave it up to you – to judge whose claims are ridiculous and whose are not. Zeman’s words 
are highlighted with yellow, my answers are highlighted with green, my actual former explanations that Mr 
Zeman tries to debunk here are in Italic and highlighted with blue. I did not dare to change original words 
of Mr Zeman and therefore I had no choice than to retain his original orthography; so, please, do not 
blame me for certain grammatical errors of his: 
 
Zeman: Even a liquid water is able to penetrate steel when having a sufficient kinetic energy.  
Khalezov: This „famous physicist“ insists that water penetrates steel because of its „kinetic energy“????  
I beg do differ, even though I am not a physicist, but merely a humble military officer with only basic 
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understanding of physics...The water in the well known example “penetrates” steel (and rock alike) NOT 
because of its kinetic energy, but because of its abrasion ability – the water acts more or less like a fine 
sandpaper in this case (that is applied for extended periods of time), and not as a source of the huge 
kinetic energy. The physicist, considering that he is a scientist, after all, should not be allowed to exploit 
general public’s gullibility in such a shameless manner, I think. I know that they have no shame, but still...   
 
Zeman: See: http://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/energy/question553.htm The kinetic 
energy of the planes was much more than sufficient to go through the outer walls of WTC with almost half 
of the area covered by just windows, in case of the 2 planes their impact speeds were 430 and 510 knots 
respectively see: http://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/energy/question553.htm .  This is more 
or less impact speed of bullet. There is no doubt among the people having some education in physics that 
the planes would be able to go through the outer walls of the WTC -at the given speeds corroborated by 
multiple official sources.  
Khalezov: I don’t have much to say actually… Especially when he mentions the “official sources” as if it 
were the best authority in this argument… Well. This so-called „physicist“ insists that an aluminum plane 
could penetrate steel if has sufficient „kinetic energy“??? He disregarded the point described by me below 
[here Mr. Zeman prefers “not to notice” my illustrative example that is right below his actual comment that 
is omitted here for the sake of space] – where it is explained that whether the plane hits the stationary 
Tower or the moving Tower hits the stationary plane, the physics of this process is the same. This is the 
same as to insist that if you have a plastic swatter to kill flies and you hit a fly at an impact speed of 1 
meter per second, then the fly will be flattened, but when if you increase the speed of hitting the fly by the 
swatter to let’s say 300 meters per second then the fly will go clean through the plastic of the swatter? It is 
utterly ridiculous. And if you add here his claims about 430 and 510 knots (he apparently meant “a British 
mile per hour”, because “knot” is actually a “nautical mile per hour”, but we will forgive this to Mr Zeman, 
considering that he is a “famous physicist”, not a “famous seaman”), could you just imagine that 510 mph 
is the full cruise speed of an airliner that is impossible to achieve on such a low altitude as only a few 
hundred meters above the sea-level?  This man does not possess even a basic understanding about 
physics (or he prefers to pretend so and thus to exploit the general public’s gullibility), so there is nothing 
to discuss with him further, actually. But I will continue, nonetheless. This argument must be concluded.  
 
Zeman: [here Mr. Zeman continues my quotation: However, they do not have much understanding about 
demolition processes in general and of the World Trade Center’s actual construction in particular] The 
Architects and Engineers for 911 truth I'm a member thereof surely have.  
Khalezov: Here were come closer to the sad fact. If this man is a member of such an organization that 
could only serve as a proof that he is either: 1) a paid shill tasked with cheating the gullible public by 
brandishing his scientific credentials (most probably), or 2) a complete moron (which is highly unlikely). 
 
Zeman: Nanothermite is of course existing military grade thermite, and what was scientifically proven to 
be extensively present in the WTC dust along with its residues in form of the iron rich microspheres was 
actually a substance called Superthermite – a nano-size particles thermite mixed into sol-gel with a 
hydrocarbone to enhance the explosive properties with released energy way above the conventional 
thermite an in some cases significantly higher than conventionl high explosives. See fig 30 here: 
http://www.bentham.org/open/tocpj/articles/V002/7TOCPJ.htm?TOCPJ/2009/00000002/00000001/7TOC
PJ.SGM  Who tryiies to convince readers the nanothermite is „a mystic substance“ and that the scientific 
finds published in the peer-reviewed journal is a „conspiracy theory“ and the renowned scientists who 
published the finds are „conspiracy theorists“  clearly spreads a disinfo.  
Khalezov:  My charges are still the same: the so-called nano-themrite DOES NOT EXIST (except in sick 
imaginations of gullible followers of Prof. Steven Jones). And those who „found“ this alleged none-existent 
substance in the WTC dust in 2007 (rather than in 2002) – right after I brought the first version of my book 
to the US Embassy here in Bangkok, by the way, are merely false-witnesses at the FBI’s pay. But look at 
what kind of “argument” Mr. Zeman is trying to use! He claims that “renowned scientists” published their 
“finds” in the “peer-renowned” journal and that is why you must believe them! Nice logic… And what do 
you think about the [in]famous 9/11 commissioners? Do you think they are not “renowned”? And do you 
think that the Report of the 9/11 Commission is not “renowned”? And do you think that the NIST report on 
9/11 is not “renowned”? Or do you think that the NIST engineers who concocted that report are not 
“renowned”? All of them are “renowned”. So trust them! Trust that the WTC-7 did not collapse and is still 
standing there, because the “renowned” guys did not mention this fact to you. And trust them that the 
Pentagon was hit by the Flight 77. And trust them that the WTC-1 and 2 collapsed because of kerosene 
delivered by Al-Qaeda’s pilots. So why should you doubt the 9/11 proceeds if the “renowned” guys have 
already told you the truth in the last instance??? Thanks, Mr Zeman… You have really convincing “logic”. 
 
Zeman: I've actually never seen the D. Khlaezov's credentials.  
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Khalezov: Wow! I loved this particular argument and was waiting for it long time, to be honest. So, here 
is my answer: I don’t need to show „my credentials“ to the morons, and neither to the shills. These could 
live happily without seeing my credentials. My primary credentials are my ability to implement elementary 
logic and my ability to invoke common sense of my listeners. When you prove to someone that two plus 
two is four and you have four apples to illustrate this obvious fact, you don’t need to produce a diploma 
of a certified teacher of arithmetic. Isn’t it? Or when you show a pre-9/11 dictionary and let people read 
what the „ground zero“ used to mean before September 11 you don’t need to produce a diploma of a 
certified teacher of linguistics. Isn’t it? And when you act as an eye-witness you don’t need to produce a 
certificate stating that the Lord God has indeed endowed you with the pair of eyes located somewhere in 
the upper half of your scull – just beneath eye-brows. Isn’t it? So what „credentials“ he is talking about? 
But don’t worry, dear Mr Zeman. I have the credentials, despite the fact that I do not actually need them 
when I deal with people who are not totally devoid of common sense. And I will produce these credentials 
before the court of law if necessary. Don’t even doubt it. I am really a former officer of the Soviet Special 
Control Service, the military unit 46179. And I will prove it easily. Moreover, I could even bring a few 
colleagues of mine along with me. You don’t have to worry so much about this. 
 
Zeman: Thjis is a demagogy, the bone marrow transplantation is general cure for leukemia, which 
nevertheless must not be a result of irradiation.  
Khalezov: “Must not be a result of irradiation”? Leukemia in adults could result only because of two main 
reasons: 1) if someone was subjected to ionizing radiation, or 2) if someone was continuously subjected 
(for years) to inhaling benzene vapors. And if someone says that if a person who worked on GROUND 
ZERO got leukemia and this is „not necessarily from radiation“, or to be more precise “MUST NOT BE a 
result of radiation” you can make your own conclusion where this person works and for whom this person 
works… Perhaps those poor ground zero responders got their leukemia from benzene? Or our Mr Zeman 
wants to imply that so-called „nano-thermite“ that allegedly „remained in the WTC dust“ also causes 
leukemia??? I leave the final judgment up to you, dear reader.   
 
Zeman: [here Mr. Zeman continues my quotation: However, it is pretty easy for dishonest doctors and 
health officials to give some plausible “explanations” in regard to these cancers. They can claim that it is 
due to “asbestos”, “toxic fumes”, “toxic dust particles” etc. But when it comes to bone marrow damage, 
these deceivers are caught out. The bone marrow damage could only be caused by ionizing radiation] 
This ridiculous categorical claim is made by which medical experts?  
Khalezov: By all medical experts, dear Mr. Zeman.  By ALL medical experts, without any exception (only 
except by those who are involved in the 9/11 cover-up as paid shills, of course). There is simply no doctor 
existing in This World who would dare to claim that the bone marrow damage is not caused by radiation… 
 
Pre-9/11 definitions of “ground zero” in various English dictionaries printed before September 11, 
2001: 
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Above, clockwise: 1) The American Heritage Dictionary 4th edition (published July, 2001, ISBN 978-0-
440-23701-3, Library of Congress Catalog Card Number: 2003276350); 2) Funk & Wagnalls Standard 
Desk Dictionary (1980, Library of Congress Catalog Card Number: 79-93030); 3) The Merriam Webster 
Dictionary (1994, ISBN 0-87779-911-3); 4) Webster's New World Dictionary (Student Edition, 1981, ISBN 
0-671-41815-7; Library of Congress Catalog Card Number: 76-4634). 
 
Below, clockwise: 1) Longman Advanced American Dictionary (new, first published 2000, ISBN 0 582 
31732 0); 2) The American Heritage Desk Dictionary (Edition 1981, ISBN 0-395-31256-6); 3) Collins 
English Dictionary, Major New Edition (Third Edition 1991, ISBN 0 00 433286-5 Standard); 4) Webster’s 
Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary of the English Language (Edition 1989, printed in 1994, ISBN 0-517-
11888-2). 
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Khalezov: I am dying to know why Mr Zeman avoided commenting on the above definition of „ground 
zero“ [I refer to the multiple definitions of “ground zero” in various pre-9/11 dictionaries right above this 
text that Mr Zeman wisely skipped]. Perhaps he could say something in this regard? And explain to us, 
ignorant folks, lacking scientific diplomas, what “ground zero” has to do with so-called „nano-thermite”? 
Zeman: silence in response… 
 
Zeman: Such multiple 150kt charges on lower Manhattan is absolutely ridiculous claim, because such 
charges so shalowly positioned and inevitably resulting in uncontained nuclear explosion of such a yield 
would inevitably destroy vast surroundings of the buildings – see: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chagan_%28nuclear_test%29   and create long lasting radiation hazzard.  
Khalezov: I used to have this type of argument with many shills and trolls on many 9/11-related forums. 
So this particular argument allows me to recognize a professional shill (who was not lazy to spend his 
precious time to search for various nuclear explosions on YouTube in order to „debunk my „theory““ at 
any cost). But you have spent your precious time in vain desperately browsing the Internet, dear Mr 
Zeman, because this method doesn’t work with me. A shallow sub-surface nuclear explosion in soft soil 
(like in Nevada) is one thing. While the still CONTAINED underground nuclear explosion in granite rock of 
Manhattan (moreover, well-calculated explosion) is another thing. This cheap demagogy doesn’t work 
again. 
 
Zeman: [Here Mr Zeman forgot that he is a “physicist” and a member of the “Architects for 9/11 truth” and 
by no means a military specialist in secret and moreover officially prohibited mini-nukes. So he decided to 
go as far as to undermine my credibility by implying that I am an impostor who knows nothing of the mini-
nukes… Good luck to you, dear Mr Zeman… Let’s see if you will succeed on such a field totally alien to 
you… Here Mr Zeman continues quotation from my text: …Other popular names for these Small Atomic 
Demolition Munitions are "mini-nuke" and "suite-case nuke", though the second one is probably not 
logically correct. In reality most of SADM resemble big pots weighing between 50 to 70 kilograms that 
could be carried as back-packs - so it is very unlikely that they could fit into any suite-case.] See the last 
picture: http://www.brookings.edu/projects/archive/nucweapons/madm.aspx  me think I see a suitcase...  
Khalezov: Mr Zeman wants you to find this picture of a suit-case nuke at the suggested link: 

                                                                                                                       
Poor chap… He thought he would surprise me… But he did not even bother to notice that I used the very 
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same picture in the current book of mine – in the above Chapter named “Barbarian truth: the WTC 
nuclear demolition scheme and what benefits could have been extracted out of it…”  But why 
should we see that picture of his? Why don’t see another one, instead (see the 1st picture) that 
resembles exactly the big pot: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special_Atomic_Demolition_Munition  ????                    

  But in any case this is again a cheap demagogy. It does not work with me. Because 
below (just read below) I said in advance (perhaps especially to anticipate such demagogy of the shills?) 
that there are newer mini-nukes made out of Plutonium that could fit into a suite-case... [These words of 
mine were just beneath Mr Zeman’s above claim, but he preferred “not to notice” them (I quote myself): 
However, there are also modern "mini-nukes" made of Plutonium-239, rather than of Uranium-235, and 
due to a much lower critical mass of Plutonium, their size could be significantly decreased - some latest 
Plutonium-based "mini-nukes" could indeed fit into an attaché-case.] Well done, Mr Zeman. My 
congratulations :) I hope the reader has already understood who you are and what methods you use in 
your desperate argumentation…  
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman continues my quotation: Despite common misconception, there were no steel-
framed skyscrapers ever been demolished by an implosion anywhere in the world prior to the WTC 
towers. Primarily, because the most of skyscrapers are new buildings and their time to be demolished has 
not come yet. The tallest building ever demolished by an implosion was only 47-strories high - it was the 
Singer Building in New York City that was built in 1908 and demolished in 1968 due to its being obsolete. 
This building was a much weaker structure compare to incredibly strong hollow-tube type steel-frame 
skyscrapers being built today. So, despite common misconception, it is not possible to demolish a steel-
frame building by a commonly known controlled demolition (implosion) scheme.] This is a ridiculous 
claim, of course it is possible to demolish steel-frame building using conventional explosives.  
Khalezov: Ridiculous? Well. Could Mr Zeman show us a single example where conventional controlled 
demolition methods were used to demolish a modern steel-framed skyscraper? Akin to the WTC-7, the 
Twin Towers of the WTC, or the Sears Tower in Chicago? I am dying to see a real example supporting 
his claim that sounds like the “truth in the last instance”?  
Zeman: silence in response… 
 
Zeman: [Mr Zeman continues my quotation: In bygone days when buildings were brick-walled and 
concrete-panelled, their bearing structures used to be concrete supporting columns and concrete 
supporting girders. Sometimes these concrete bearing structures were reinforced by insertions of metal 
bars, but sometimes they were plain concrete.] Where there is „plain concrete“ in bearing structures of 
highrises? This guy must be joking... 
Khalezov: Here Mr Zeman resorts to the outright cheating by misinterpreting me; he seeks to undermine 
my credibility by presenting me as a silly guy. But this cheap trick does not work with serious people, dear 
Mr Zeman…If you read my quotation carefully you will see that I did not mean that “bearing structures of 
high-rises” were made of plain concrete… I meant that bearing structures of OLD TYPE BUILDINGS IN 
BYGONE DAYS were [sometimes] made of plain concrete. Even though I am not an architect like you 
and your colleagues, I still know about architecture slightly more than you know about mini-nukes. So you 
will have no chance to cheat me in such a cheap manner. 
 
Zeman: [Mr Zeman continues my quotation: The Twin Towers featured load-bearing perimeter steel 
columns (square in cross-section) positioned one meter from each other on the Towers' facades to form 
an exceptionally rigid structure, supporting virtually all lateral loads (such as wind loads) and sharing the 
gravity load with the core columns. The perimeter structure contained 59 such columns per side.]  In fact 
60 columns – see eg http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/evidence/plans/doc/pac1TowerA/A-A-142_2.png  
Khalezov: I opened the image proposed and calculated the number of columns in a lower horizontal row. 
They are 59. I counted twice. They are 59. Then I counted them in the vertical raw and they were 59 
again. Then I thought may be I had a problem with my eyes, and so I printed the image on my printer in 
an enlarged form and I used a pencil to strike out each column as not to make any mistake in counting. 
There were 59 in horizontal raw and 59 in vertical raw. It is confirmed. Here is the disputed picture from 
the link suggested by Mr Zeman. You can make your own calculations: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special_Atomic_Demolition_Munition
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Here Mr Zeman tried again to undermine my credibility by a very cheap trick. But he lost again. The shills 
who pretend to be members of the „Architects for 9/11 truth“ know less about the exact number of the 
WTC perimeter columns than a humble military officer from a distant country who has no clue about 
architecture in general... But even if I were wrong and the shills were right and the disputed columns were 
indeed 60 and not 59, would it change anything in principle? I doubt. The WTC was demolished by the 
nuclear explosions and there is an abundant proof of it – including the legal definition of “ground zero” in 
pre-9/11 dictionaries. What it has to do with the exact number of the perimeter columns? Even if they 
were indeed 60 rather than 59, would it mean that “ground zero” means a “place where a building was 
demolished by so-called “nano-thermite””? This is again the cheap demagogy intended to undermine my 
credibility at any cost, even by such disgusting tricks. But luckily to us, who stand for the 9/11 truth, the 
shills made a big mistake here – not a mistake in their counting the number of the columns, I mean, this is 
a small mistake. They made the big mistake that they have shown us their true faces by revealing to us 
their cheap yet disgusting methods of conducting arguments...  
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman refers to my description of the photo used in this book where several remaining 
perimeter- and core columns found on ground zero are shown - which I suggested belonged to the upper 
parts of the Twin Towers and therefore they were spared by the general pulverization. Mr Zeman 
(perhaps not even “he” but his masters) has noticed that the rectangular core column on the disputed 
photo was too thick and it might belong not to the upper part of the Tower, but to its lowest part. Thus he 
gladly noticed my possible mistake and is quick to “debunk” my entire “theory” by jumping at this point]  
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Considering the wall thickness, the pictured core column in forefront clearly belongs to the lowest part of 
the WTC core. See: http://wtcmodel.wikidot.com/nist-core-column-data -and who says otherwise 
apparently doesn't know much about the WTC core structure. 
Khalezov: Well done, Mr Zeman. You have clearly lost all your previous points and this is the very first 
point that you appear to win. But don’t be in a hurry to claim your supposed laurels of a winner of this 
entire argument. Yes, I checked the technical specifications suggested by you (or by your masters?) and I 
found that indeed due to its thickness the disputed core column most probably belonged to the lowest 
part of the Twin Tower, so my former suggestion (that it belonged to the Tower’s top) might have been 
wrong. But does it change anything in principle? All you did here by accidentally winning this separate 
point in the argument you proved that your colleagues (professional architects) know about the details of 
the WTC construction more than the former Soviet military officer who knows nothing about architecture 
in general and has very little knowledge about the WTC construction in particular. But do you really think 
that in such a cheap manner you could really undermine my credibility when it comes to the rest of my 
claims? Ha-ha-ha… Poor Mr Zeman… How about “ground zero” dictionary definition? Well. I will adjust 
my claims now based on the newly discovered evidence as I always do (because I am quite flexible and I 
could easily admit being wrong when I am really wrong). Now I will say that the disputed thick core 
column was spared by the general pulverization not because it belonged to the very top of the Twin 
Tower (that was undamaged at all), but to the lowest part of the Tower’s corner spared by the general 
pulverization because of occurring within the “dead space” on the way of the crushing wave. Anyone who 
read my explanation in the book carefully enough has noticed that a single corner in each of the Twin 
Towers managed to survive and it is clearly seen in the photographs. And I explained in the precise detail 
why this particular phenomenon took place. Just read my book and see it yourself. So, what did Mr 
Zeman actually won here? He won nothing at all. Did he prove to us that the WTC Twin Towers were not 
pulverized? No. The WTC Twin Towers were indeed pulverized and everyone knows it – the steel Towers 
were reduced to complete, fluffy microscopic dust that allowed the heavy solid Towers’ tops to fall at near 
freefall speed, because dust offered resistance no more than would air alone. So what did Mr Zeman 
proved here to us? That he knows about the actual details of the Twin Towers’ construction more than the 
humble author of these lines does? But I did not even doubt it. I have never claimed that I knew about the 
WTC construction any better than a professional architect does. I only claimed that I know one small, but 
very important detail of the WTC construction: about its in-built emergency nuclear demolition 
scheme and nothing more than that. So, judge yourself – what Mr Zeman has won in this particular point. 
Nothing. He only demonstrated his actual spite one more time (and since he demonstrated his spite in the 
course of the previous questions-answers it is nothing new for us) and he proved one more time that his 
criticism is not constructive at all and it is driven by anything but the desire to establish the Truth… 
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman is so happy with winning the abovementioned point that he can’t stop:] The wall 
thickness of the core columns varied largely floor-by-floor – see: http://wtcmodel.wikidot.com/nist-core-
column-data . The wall of the columns was really considerably thinner at the upper floors – like 0.7 inch at 
last floor of CC1001, but some lower floor columns had the wall as much as 6,75 inches thick.  

http://wtcmodel.wikidot.com/nist-core-column-data
http://wtcmodel.wikidot.com/nist-core
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The Khalezov's „information“ again shows his lack of knowledge about the WTC core structure, he clearly 
simply makes the numbers up – this his numbers prove it and it is clearly no „typos“ -  so this confirms 
behind reasonable doubt his credibility is zero. 
Khalezov: As you can see that Mr Zeman now shows his true face. If his criticism were constructive to 
any extent he would accept some parts of my explanation were I am clearly right (such as my 
explanations about the dictionary definitions of “ground zero” for example, or my claims of being an eye-
witness who due to his former position in the military service knew about the existence of the WTC 
nuclear demolition scheme) while correcting some minor points where I am indeed wrong (which is 
forgivable to me due to my limited knowledge of the actual WTC construction – I guess you realize that I 
am not the WTC architect, after all). If Mr Zeman could behave in such a manner it would be a fair 
approach that is being traditionally practiced during all types of arguments between the parties that 
respect each other and aim to find the Truth. However, here you can see exactly the opposite. Clear 
disregard to all points that were beyond any doubt established by an opponent, an unprecedented spite, 
an utter disrespect to the opponent, outright personal insults, and so on. And now Mr Zeman still hopes 
that with all his poor efforts he would “beyond doubt” undermine my credibility making it “equal to zero”? 
Poor chap… I will leave the final judgment to you, of course, but I hope you will establish the true winner 
in this argument, dear reader. 
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman continues my quotation: The Towers were simply too high and too rigid - their 
steel cores would have been simultaneously broken in too many spots on every floor, which no one could 
afford, and even if they could, still, such a solution would not lead to the desired effect - there would not 
be any guarantee that such a high-raised structure would fall strictly down to its foot print. It might just 
scatter its debris as far as a quarter of a mile, considering its mere height. So, it was impossible to bring 
the WTC Towers down by any kind of traditional controlled demolition] Again – a ridiculous claim, not 
supported by anything. Shape cut charges are able to cut steel od mere inches thick. Even just the 
thermite ones - see: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5d5iIoCiI8g  
Khalezov: Do you find my claim really ridiculous? As Mr Zeman and his colleagues do? He says that my 
claim is “not supported by anything”. How about the common sense and elementary logic? What if I say 
that my claim is supported by common sense and elementary logic? Would you argue? Could you just 
imagine that the Twin Towers were almost half-kilometer tall? And could you read the entire quote of 
mine that Mr Zeman comments on? And see yourself if my claims are supported by common sense or 
not? Just make your own conclusions. Do you know, by the way, what is the standard “safe distance” for 
making emergency exists of air-raid shelters? I mean how far from the walls of brick-walled buildings such 
emergency exits of the air-raid shelters must be in accordance with requirements established by the Civil 
Defense Service? In case you don’t know I will reveal this small secret to you. The emergency exits of all 
air-raid shelters must be located not closer to brick-walls of neighboring buildings than the height of the 
corresponding wall divided by two plus 3 meters at minimum. Let’s say that the tallest neighboring wall 
(brick-wall) is 25 meters high. Then the emergency exit of the air-raid shelter must be located not closer 
than: 25/2+3=15.5 meters to the respective wall. Do you see logic in such a standard requirement of the 
Civil Defense Service?  When it comes to me I see it. Because if the wall collapses due to being hit by a 
bomb its debris will in the worst case cover a distance of about half-height of the wall (true to brick-walls, 
while for steel-walls it would be obviously more than that). So what do you think now – how far the debris 
could fly around if a building with a height of over 400 meters is destroyed? Now at last do you see logic 
in my claim that Mr Zeman tries so hard to debunk by authoritatively calling it “ridiculous”? Of course, no 
one could afford such a tall building (especially steel framed, not even brick-walled) to be destroyed in 
such a manner. It must have been either melted completely or pulverized completely. Hence the WTC 
nuclear demolition scheme. So whom will you judge to be a winner of this particular point? 
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman forgot that he is an architect, not a specialist in underground nuclear explosions 
and so he decided to finally and totally undermine my credibility by competing with me in mathematical 
calculations; he continues my quotation: Just as an example: detonation of a 150 kiloton thermo-nuclear 
charge buried sufficiently deep in granite rock would result in creation of a cavity measuring roughly 100 
meters in diameter] This is completely ridiculous claim which shows Khalezov is not even able to interpret  
the above table.he cites. [here Mr Zeman refers to my table that shows volumes of evaporated and 
melted materials of various kinds by one kiloton of underground nuclear explosion] -It clearly shows 1kt of 
yield can evaporate 69 ton of granite – this means the 150 kt can evaporate 150x69=10350 ton of granite 
according to the table. Granite has the density of <2800 g/dm3 so the volume of the 10350 ton of granite 
is 10350/2.8  means 3696m3 of granite, which if it would be in a shape of ball would have the diameter of 
~9.5 meters. The ball of 100 meters diameter would have the volume of 4188790 m3 (four millions one 
hundred eighty eight thousand seven hundred ninety cubic meters!!). So the claim about the 100 meter in 
diameter cavity in granite created by 150kt nuke is more than 3! orders of magnitude out of the actual 
physical possibility -just acording the above by Khalezov cited table. This alone shows Khalezov is unable 
even of a basic math and it again shows clearly his „nuclear intelligence“ is a mere idiocy. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5d5iIoCiI8g
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Khalezov: Mr Zeman has again demonstrated his unprecedented spite – by both – his methods and his 
terminology (I mean usage of words such as the “idiocy” could be unlikely counted fair in a constructive 
argument between the two respecting parties). However, even leaving aside his spite and terminology, 
unbecoming to a “famous scientist”, we could still successfully argue with the actual point of Mr Zeman. 
The problem of Mr Zeman is that he again attempted to appeal to the supposed gullibility of his listener by 
cunningly avoiding mentioning the fact that when I talked about 100 meters diameter cavity I am talking 
about the SECONDARY size of the cavity. But when I talked about the evaporated and melted rock (Mr 
Zeman wisely “forgot” about the melted rock) I said that the diameter of the cavity would be SMALLER 
than that. The point is that the final size of the cavity results not only from the actual disappearance of the 
former rock, but also from the expansion of the cavity from its “primary” size to its “secondary” size due to 
the high pressure of the gases inside the cavity at the expense of the neighboring areas of the still solid 
rock. This was, by the way, the very point that my entire explanation of the WTC pulverization was based 
upon. However, Mr Zeman preferred “not to notice” it and he wants you, dear reader, not to notice it 
either. But this cheap trick does not work with me, dear Mr Zeman… If you would only watch my video 
carefully you will notice that in the part 09 (of 26) of the video on the 0.29th second from the beginning of 
the clip my interviewer asks this question: “and in the case of 150 kiloton it will be a hundred meters [the 
size of the primary cavity that results from the disappearance of the evaporated rock]?” and my answer to 
this particular question is (on the 0.32th second): “hundred meters is a final size of the cavity, the 
secondary size; the primary size will be a little bit smaller”. Moreover, if you read the entire explanation of 
mine in this book you will surely notice that when I talk about the 100 diameter of the cavity left by the 150 
kiloton nuclear explosion in granite rock I always refer to the final, secondary size of the cavity. And, 
finally, what does Mr Zeman think about the size of this strange hole under the WTC that appears to be 
covered with molten rock (see a picture below)? 
 

 
 
Images credit: Joe Woolhead. Courtesy of: Silverstein Properties. Taken: August 28, 2008 
 
This images appears at WTC site set in the archive gallery http://www.wtc.com/media/images/archive in 
the Glacial Rock Formation related web page: http://www.wtc.com/media/images/s/archive-glacial-rock-
formation-at-wtc-site  
 
Does Mr Zeman want to say that the above cavity is only 9.5 meters in diameter? Or does he want to say 
that I badly miscalculated the actual explosive yield of the demolition charge and the real explosion under 

http://www.wtc.com/media/images/archive
http://www.wtc.com/media/images/s/archive-glacial-rock
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this Twin Tower was in the order of Megatons, rather than the 150 kilotons? Or he would rather prefer to 
claim that this cavity was made by so-called “nano-thermite” – to support his own school of “thought”?  
Zeman: silence in response… 
Khalezov: Don’t worry, Mr Zeman. I did not make any miscalculation. The cavity shown at the above 
photograph has been indeed made by the 150 kilotons nuclear explosion, despite your claims that the 
cavity left by the 150 kilotons should only leave a cavity of “~9.5 meters in diameter”. Any person who has 
basic knowledge about the underground nuclear testing knows that a 150 kiloton charge detonated in 
granite rock would leave a final cavity of 100 meters in diameter. On the other hand you can’t claim that 
the above cavity was left by a megaton-yield nuclear explosion. Even if you don’t want to be “a friend with 
mathematics”, as Mr Zeman puts it, you can still be “a friend with logic”. And logic should tell you that if in 
accordance with the “1976 Peaceful Nuclear Explosions Treaty” the maximum yield of nuclear explosions 
for civil industry purposes could not exceed 150 kiloton then it was exactly the 150 kiloton nuclear charge 
used to create the above cavity.  
 
Khalezov: Since Mr Zeman has been noticed taking an unfair advantage by manipulating with the digits 
(that I tried my best to avoid doing in this book – since I did not want to scare away my reader by formulas 
and calculations) I have no choice than to unmask the unfair practices of Mr Zeman who apparently uses 
the gullibility of his listener and does so in the most shameless manner. One time I have already caught 
him lying when he offered to calculate the exact number of the perimeter columns claiming that they were 
allegedly 60 while they are in fact only 59. Now I will catch him lying for the second time. In the last of his 
most spiteful accusations above he claims (I quote): …means 3696m3 of granite, which if it would be in a 
shape of ball would have the diameter of ~9.5 meters. The ball of 100 meters diameter would have the 
volume of 4188790 m3 (four millions one hundred eighty eight thousand seven hundred ninety cubic 
meters!!) Mr Zeman even repeated his alleged digits in words so that it might add the credibility to his 
cheating and he even added a couple of exclamation marks at the end of his claim… Let’s see if this 
“famous scientist” is really honest in his play with the digits. I guess it is well-known to everybody that the 
volume of a sphere is being traditionally calculated by this formula: 

where V is a volume, R is a radius (not a “diameter”, but a “radius”, please, don’t miss 
to notice this detail) and π is a well-known constant roughly equal to ~3.14159… Now let’s make our own 
calculations. For those who are lazy to calculate there is a very nice on-line calculator of sphere volumes 
that is located on this web page: http://www.webmath.ru/web/prog41_1.php Let’s check first if the sphere 
with the diameter of 9.5 meters would indeed have a volume of 3696 m3 as claimed by Mr Zeman. If the 
diameter of the cavity is 9.5 meters that means its radius is exactly the half of it. Meaning that the radius 
of the cavity with the volume of 3696 m3 should be equal to 4.75 meters. Let’s check if it is true or not. 
4/3=1.33333333… while 4.753= 107.171875; and π is known to be ~3.14159… Now we multiply the three 
= the resulting volume is ~449 m3 only. Quite far from 3696 m3 claimed by Mr Zeman. Isn’t it? Let’s double 
check using the abovementioned on-line calculator where for our convenience we only need to enter the 
radius in meters. We enter 4.75 and click “Calculate” button and the resulting volume according to the on-
line calculator is: 448.9205 m3 which is roughly the very same ~449 m3 we calculated manually. Here we 
caught Mr Zeman trying to cheat us. Let’s check his second claim – that a “ball of 100 meters in diameter” 
would allegedly have a volume of 4188790 m3. The abovementioned sphere would have a radius of 50 m. 
Isn’t it? Since the radius is known to be a half of a diameter. Let’s calculate what volume will have such a 
cavity.  4/3=1.33333333…the 503= 125000; and π is still ~3.14159… We multiply the three = 523598 m3. 
Let’s for the security sake double-check the result with the on-line calculator. We enter the radius of 50 
meters, and the volume is 523598.7756 m3 – the result by the on-line calculator is roughly the same we 
have calculated manually. Thus we got only five hundred twenty three thousand five hundred ninety eight 
– compare it against the “four millions+” calculated by Mr Zeman. Can’t we say now that is the cheap trick 
implemented by Mr Zeman who intentionally “mistook” a diameter for a radius in both case? Do you think 
that Mr Zeman does not know the difference between the “diameter” and “radius”? Don’t be so naïve… 
Mr Zeman claims to be nothing less than a scientist. Moreover, he was able to even discover the density 
of granite in order to make these calculations. Do you really believe that after all of that he “inadvertently 
mistook” the diameter for the radius? Which resulted in his final digits being just only 10 times bigger than 
the true digits? Well. I don’t believe he made this by any honest mistake. Mr Zeman did that on purpose – 
he just wanted to debunk the Truth at any cost, even at the cost of the cheating using your supposed 
gullibility, dear reader. To be honest with you I hate digits and I hate them even more because I know that 
the absolute majority of my readers will hate me for these formulas. But you see – it was not me who 
decided to play this game. It was the FBI-appointed shills who try their best to debunk my “theory”. So, I 
had no choice than to defend the Truth…Anyway, once we are already here, why not to make just one 
more calculation – to close this case once and forever. Thanks for our dear Mr Zeman who has kindly 

http://www.webmath.ru/web/prog41_1.php
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provided us with the exact digit of the density of granite which he claims to be <2800 g/dm3, now we could 
calculate how much of granite would disappear in one way or another during a 150-kiloton thermo-nuclear 
explosion deep underground. As you remember from the table used at the beginning of this book one 
kiloton of nuclear explosion will evaporate 69 tons of granite and melt roughly 300 (±100) tons of granite, 
in addition. So, as a result of the nuclear explosion of 1 kiloton ~370 tons of granite rock will disappear. If 
a nuclear explosion has a yield of 150 kiloton then the mass of granite that will disappear in one way or 
another will be 370 X 150 = 55500 tons. Now let’s calculate how many cubic meters it will be (using the 
same method as used by Mr Zeman above) 55500 / 2.8 = 19821 m3. Using the same on-line calculator in 
a reverse manner (calculating the radius when the volume is known) we will have the radius ~17 meters. 
Meaning the diameter of the primary cavity in this case is ~34 meters. Add here that the actual density of 
granite is actually 2.65 g/dm3 which is less than 2.8 we have used, and note that the nuclear explosion 
could melt not 300, but in certain cases even up to 400 tons (note the “±100” amendment). Now add here 
that the actual cavity will be additionally expanded by the pressure of the gases from its primary size to its 
secondary size and you will get the full picture. And this picture will be in the perfect compliance with the 
abovementioned photograph showing the strange hole under one of the former WTC buildings. Now 
make your own judgment – who won this argument: me or Mr Zeman who calls my claims a “mere idiocy” 
while “slightly” exaggerating his own digits just by just only 10 times… 
 
Zeman: Again, see what in fact ONE real 140 kiloton nuke did in the case of the Chagan test – it was 
positioned 200m deep (not just Khalezov's 77 meters deep) and it nevertheless created a crater of 400 
meters in diameter and 100 meters deep – which clearly means there would be a lake now at WTC site if 
there would be only one 150kt nuke exploded on 9/11, not speaking about three nukes of such a yield...  
Khalezov: This is because in Chagan the nuke was intended to excavate a lake in a soft soil and not to 
demolish a steel skyscraper built on granite rock. Hence the difference. Add here that in addition to the 
soft soil in Chagan (that is incomparable to the granite rock in Manhattan) the two nuclear explosions 
where earmarked for distinctly different purposes. In Chagan it was intentionally (again INTENTIONALLY) 
designed to excavate the crater in order to create an artificial lake and so the position and the required 
yield of the nuclear charge were calculated accordingly. While in Manhattan it was intentionally (again 
INTENTIONALLY) designed to demolish a single skyscraper and to cause as little damage as possible to 
the surroundings, and so the position and the yield of the nuclear charge were calculated according to the 
task. And, of course, those who made these calculations undoubtedly took into consideration the actual 
strength of surrounding rock. The shills lost this argument again. And this is not for the first time. I used to 
have this argument in various forums with variety of shills. They just love the above example, but they 
always lose this type of argument. 
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman continues my quotation: …nuclear demolition schemes of the WTC 
building # 7 and that of the Sears Tower in Chicago were calculated in the same way.] By whom? By the 
mathematicians of Khalezov's grade? 
Khalezov: Mr Zeman still makes it so bold to imply that he is a better “mathematician” than me… Please, 
review the calculations of the cavities’ volumes above just to refresh your memory when it comes to the 
renowned mathematical abilities of “scientist” Zeman and compare them with those of the humble author 
of these lines. Or, better, try to remember how he counted a number of the perimeter columns according 
to his own proposal – he can’t even count till 60 and can not make a proper calculation of a volume of a 
sphere using the well-known formula. And after all of that Mr Zeman dares to use passages such as 
“mathematicians of Khalezov’s grade”… This man has no shame, indeed. To answer his actual question: 
No, Mr Zeman, these were calculated not by “the mathematicians of Khalezov’s grade”. And not even by 
mathematicians of Zeman’s grade. They were calculated by mathematicians employed by “Controlled 
Demolition Inc.” And these mathematicians were professionals when it came to calculating of effects of 
underground nuclear explosions. 
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman decided to go for the outright demagogy in order to debunk my claims at any 
cost – even by such cheap tricks. He continues my quotation: However, we have considered above the 
physical processes which are true to an "ideally deep" underground nuclear blast. When a nuclear charge 
is buried not sufficiently deep, a picture will be 
slightly different] It will be not „slightly different“, but completely different. -If the energy of the blast would 
be sufficient enough, it will create a crater, because the pressure created by the blast will uplift the rock 
layer above the blast and blow it aside 
Khalezov: Mr Zeman speaks so authoritatively that one might presume that he is a specialist in nuclear 
explosions. But in reality, as you might guess, our Mr Zeman has got his first ever knowledge about the 
nuclear explosions from Wikipedia articles and from watching a few clips published on YouTube. I have to 
disappoint you (and those who stand behind you), dear Mr Zeman. There is a HUGE difference between 
a shallow sub-surface nuclear explosion that is especially intended to create a crater and another nuclear 
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explosion – that occurs not so deep, but is still fully contained because it is well-calculated as NOT to 
reach the earth’s surface and so NOT to produce any crater. 
Zeman: – exactly as it happened in the case of Chagan test where a 140kt nuke burried 200 meters deep 
created after the blast a crater of 400 meters in diameter and 100 meters deep. Simmilar thing would 
inevitably happen at WTC site if a 150kt nuke would explode there just 77 meters deep. 
Khalezov: This one was addressed shortly before. See my answer above. I don’t want to repeat myself. 
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman continues to debunk my “theory” by jumping at my quotation: "Damaged" and 
"crushed" zones will not be exactly round in the latter case. They would be rather elliptic - with their longer 
ends directed upwards - comparable with an egg] Yeah, but actually the egg shape would be upside 
down, because the cavity after the blast will expand almost only upwards, because a rock – either solid or 
liquid - is almost incompressible and only way where the cavity could expand - if we respect the laws of 
physics - is in the direction of the lowest resistance – so the cavity will expand upwards, eventually 
reaching the surface and blow all the rock in its way aside. I made a sketch:   
 

  <- this is the sketch by Mr Zeman 
 
The picture Khalezov is drawing by the „egg shape facing upwards with its sharper end' defies basic 
physics.  Every shallow underground blast -either conventional or nuclear, big or small - shows the same. 
And this again shows clearly the Khalezov doesn't have a slightest understanding of basic physics...   
Khalezov: This is the cheap demagogy. I still insist that I am right. The „egged shape“ of a not so-deep 
underground nuclear explosion (not to be mistaken with shallow sub-surface one in soft soil) will be the 
other way around – its sharper end will face upwards. Since Mr Zeman and those who stand behind him 
apparently like anything “authoritative”, “reputable” and “renowned” I can offer them to look at this picture 
(which was by no means concocted by me, but merely copied from an authoritative resource known as: 
“The Containment of the Soviet Underground Nuclear Explosions” downloadable from a very official US 
web site that features .gov domain name: http://geology.er.usgs.gov/eespteam/pdf/USGSOFR01312.pdf ) 

 
Doesn’t the picture above look to you like an “egged” structure with its sharper end facing upwards? Now 
you can judge yourself who of the two of us is right – I or Mr Zeman. 
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman continues his claim presuming that his abovementioned argument about the 
“egged structure” facing with its sharper end downwards has been allegedly accepted. Poor chap… He 
does not expect that it has been successfully debunked and the truth that the sharper end of the “egged 

http://geology.er.usgs.gov/eespteam/pdf/USGSOFR01312.pdf
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structure” would face upwards has been just established. So, based on his false presumption Mr Zeman 
tried to imply that I am wrong because according to his view if the “damaged” and “crushed” zones would 
propagate as far as along the Twin Towers’ bodies (crushing their structures) that would automatically 
mean that the these “crushed” and “damaged” zones would also pulverize not only the Towers, but also 
ground around them] So according to this Khalezov's numbers everything around of hundreds of metrers 
would be crushed and blown aside by the tremendous blast pressure below – but not just the building, but 
the ground below it of course as well. What will remain would be a smouldering crater of hundreds of 
meters in diameter, simmilarly as in the case of Chagan test...  
Khalezov: Not so, because Mr Zeman here preferred „not to notice“ that I rejected his initial argument 
above about the „egged shape“ would be allegedly upside down. I still insist that the „egged shape“ must 
be directed by its sharper end upwards. That is why the cavity beneath will be huge, while it will reach the 
earth‘s surface by a relatively narrow diameter of a hole. Hope you understand what I mean. Just imagine 
an egg facing upwards with its sharper end. If you slice this egg by horizontal cuts at equal vertical 
intervals you will get a few rings. And each next ring will have a smaller diameter compare to the previous 
ring beneath it. Actually it is true even for an ideally “round” sphere, not only for an egg – because if you 
cut a ball in the same manner the biggest ring will be around the ball’s “equator” and each next ring will 
be smaller and smaller and smaller in diameter. Now let’s come back to the “egged structure” of the 
underground cavity and “crushed” and “damaged” zones around it as proposed by me. Let’s say that the 
horizontal diameter of the underground cavity in its maximum is (for example) 95 meters. But this 
maximum diameter is only at the depth of 77 meters. However, at 60 meters depth its horizontal diameter 
is only 85 meters. And at 50 meters its horizontal diameter is only 80 meters. And at 40 meters depth its 
horizontal diameter is only 75 meters. And at 30 meters depths (that is close to the WTC foundations that 
were 27 meters below the earth’s surface) its horizontal diameter is only 70 meters. And so the horizontal 
diameter gradually decreases towards the surface. As closer to the surface as smaller is its horizontal 
diameter. Upon reaching the zero-level (the surface) the horizontal diameter of the cavity will be even 
smaller – it will be less than the actual Twin Towers’ footprint (that was only 66 by 66 meters, actually) – 
so such a process would not create any “smoldering craters” of huge size around the footprints of the 
WTC buildings as suggested by Mr Zeman. You can have an additional confirmation of what I mean if you 
look at the photograph above that shows the actual underground cavity under one of the WTC buildings 
along with clear evidence of molten rock. Look at this photo and you will see that the horizontal radius of 
the cavity indeed decreases towards the Earth’s surface. It is clearly visible on that photo. Mr Zeman has 
clearly lost here again. He presumed that his former argument about the Chagan test has been allegedly 
accepted. But it was not accepted at the first place – it was rejected and the rejection was well-grounded. 
Thus anything based on that false presumption of his would be rejected by default, because Mr Zeman 
was not able to successfully instill his basic premise in the first place.  
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman resorts to yet another “authoritative” cheating. He continues my quotation where 
I refer to this picture: 
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The picture above shows an example of that fine microscopic dust that covered all over Manhattan after 
the WTC demolition. Many people mistakenly believed that it was allegedly "concrete dust". No, it was 
not. It was "complete" dust – but mainly pulverized steel] No „pulverized steel“ was found in the WTC 
dust. There was found only almost pure iron which went through boiling point - in form of microspheres - 
which is absolutely consistent with use of vast amounts thermite. Agai, khalezov is making it up, because 
to my knowledge there is not a slightest proof of a „pulverized steel“ at WTC site and around. 
Khalezov: I would dare to claim that Mr Zeman blatantly lies to you and he does so in a vain hope that 
due to your supposed gullibility you will take his claims for granted because he claims to be a “famous 
physicist”. I state that the WTC structural steel was pulverized in almost its entirety (especially for the 
shills – do not fail to notice that I used the word “a-l-m-o-s-t”). Only a minor volume of steel beams was 
not pulverized. What Mr Zeman tries to do here is the cheapest demagogy possible. Everyone could 
review videos of the Twin Towers‘ collapse. It is clearly seen that their tops were falling down without 
meeting any resistance whatsoever – as if under them were not the „pure iron“ allegedly „went through 
boiling point“ as claimed by Mr Zeman and Co, but rather fluffy microscopic dust of the finest degree that 
offered resistance not more than would air. And, in addition to this, try to look carefully at the photograph 
above that is the actual subject of this dispute. Don’t you see that the powder which covered the fruits on 
that photo is clearly steel powder, judging merely by its color? Don’t you know that concrete powder is 
white rather than grey? Don’t believe me? Well. Make a small kitchen experiment. Take a piece of iron  
and file it using a corresponding tool into a powder. Then do the same thing with a piece of concrete. And 
then – compare colors of either of the two types of the powders you got against the color of dust on the 
disputed photo above. And you will get my point. The picture above clearly shows pulverized steel of the 
finest degree. While all videos that show the Twin Tower’s collapse at free-fall speed clearly indicate that 
there was no any piece of hard structure beneath the falling heavy tops of the Towers. Because otherwise 
all those alleged debris would considerably decrease the speed of the Towers’ collapse. And after all of 
this Mr Zeman would dare to claim so blatantly and so “authoritatively” that the pulverized steel was “not 
found” in the WTC dust??? I am dying to know if it was not the steel that constituted the major part of the 
strange WTC dust, than what was the name of that material that was mainly found in the WTC dust by Mr 
Zeman’s colleagues? May be it was “concrete” (that was practically not used at all in the Towers’ bodies 
above the ground)? Or may be it was the so-called “nano-thermite” that was the main component of the 
WTC dust? So, what it was, dear Mr Zeman, if not steel? 
Zeman: silence in response… 
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman continues to comment on my quotation: Despite common misconception, the 
WTC structures did not contain much concrete. Concrete was used only in some limited quantities to 
make very thin floors slabs in the Twin Towers construction] This is ridiculous, in fact there were vast 
amounts of concrete in WTC towers, mainly in the floor slabs, which  were indeed relatively thin but still 
10 inch=25cm thick see: http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/arch/floors.html which means only in this floor 
slabs there was amount of concrete in order of many tens of thousands cubic meters of concrete in each 
of the towers. 
Khalezov: This is the cheap demagogy again. I did not say that there were „no concrete“ at all in the Twin 
Towers used. I only said that those shills who intentionally exaggerate the alleged „importance“ of the 
pulverization of concrete do it on purpose – in doing so they want you not to pay any attention to the fact 
of the pulverization of steel. I did not mean anything further than that. Yes, concrete (in limited quantities) 
was indeed used in the 25-cm thin (or “25-cm thick” – depending on your perception of the thickness) 
slabs that were used as floors. However, the volume of concrete used in the Towers’ construction above 
the ground (I am not talking about concrete used below the ground – because underground it was indeed 
a huge volume of concrete used) was negligible compare to the volume of steel used. But the most 
important point that Mr Zeman and those behind him failed to notice is not that I said that concrete was 
not used. The most important point of mine is that I stated that those professional, full-time 9/11 folks who 
intentionally (again INTENTIONALLY) exaggerate an alleged importance of the pulverization of concrete 
do it on purpose. They want to cheat you in this way. By exaggerating for your consumption an 
alleged importance of the pulverization of concrete they sincerely hope that you will not notice the most 
important phenomenon – the pulverization of structural steel. Because the pulverization of steel is the 
most dangerous point to the shills. They can not explain the pulverization of the steel with their so-called 
“nano-thermite” theory. That is why the shills do not want you to know about the fact the structural steel 
was pulverized. They are ready to implement any and every possible trick to distract your attention from 
this seditious fact. And the above is just an illustration of their efforts in this particular field. That is what I 
actually mean. And that is why my claims annoyed the 9/11 shills so much. You can actually perceive the 
level of their exacerbation by the very spite of Mr Zeman that he is not able to hide during this argument.  
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman continues my quotation: It [concrete] was not used anywhere else. The major 
part of the WTC Twin Towers was steel, not concrete. So this finest dust was in its major part represented 

http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/arch/floors.html
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by steel dust accordingly] Again -an utter nonsense, to my knowledge -based on the analysis made by 
multiple researchers- no trace of „pulverized steel“ was found in the WTC dust. 
Khalezov: That is exactly what I mean. The fact of the pulverization of steel is the most annoying and the 
most dangerous point the 9/11 shills can’t even bear smell of. Hence their verily heroic efforts to deny this 
obvious fact and to blacken the reputation of everyone who dares to voice such a thing. Actually you can 
feel by the very level of spite of Mr Zeman how annoyed he is with this obvious fact. But whether you like 
it or not, spiteful Mr Zeman, the fact remains: the WTC steel was in its major part instantly reduced to 
fluffy microscopic dust that allowed Towers’ tops to fall down at near speed of free-fall meeting in their 
way down practically no resistance whatsoever. Anyone willing to educate himself more is welcome to 
watch various videos showing the WTC collapse in detail. Many of them are available on YouTube. 
Watch them and you will see the confirmation of what I say. Here is, for example, a screenshot from a 
video that shows one of the Twin Tower’s collapse: 
 

 
 

Actually, here the Tower’s top has been already collapsed to the ground, but some steel “spear” (that was 
just a part of the steel bearing wall at the Tower’s perimeter) managed to survive for a while, because it 
was missed by the falling Tower’s top (since the top has tilted to a side and on its way down it managed 
to spare some parts of the Tower’s perimeter structure). However, it is clearly visible here that despite the 
surviving steel “spear” has not been reduced to dust by the falling Tower’s top, it was almost immediately 
reduced to dust anyway, just because it was nothing else than a pile of the “dustified” matter which could 
not hold itself anyway. And after all of this, Mr Zeman and those behind him would still dare to claim that 
“no pulverized steel” was found on ground zero? And if what you see in this picture is “not pulverized 
steel”, then what is this? “Molten steel”? Or “pulverized concrete”? I guess it is clear to anyone that Mr 
Zeman has lost this argument again. But I leave a final judgment to the reader, of course.  
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman completely forgot that he actually represents a school of “nano-thermitters” and 
not a school of “mini-nukers” and decided to indulge into an argument related to the “mini-nukes” theory. 
He apparently agrees to abandon his beloved “nano-thermite” theory in favor of another ridiculous theory 
– the theory of “mini-nukes” – just to be able to debunk my version at any cost. Even at the cost of such a 
temporary betrayal of his own “beliefs”. It seems that Mr Zeman could agree with anything, but not with 
the Truth… He continues my quotation: Now as I presume the reader has already understood how strong 
were the Twin Towers that it was not even possible to bring them down by any conventional demolition, 
but only by huge underground thermo-nuclear explosions] Again, a ridiculous claim, the towers would 
surelly fall down even if just a <1kt charge would be exploded in the basement – no need of 150kt which 
would most probably made the lower Manhattan a part of the ocean. 
Khalezov: This is the cheap demagogy again. First of all 1 kiloton of the nuke detonated in the basement 
would collapse the Tower by „undercutting“ its foundation, and not by „dustifying/pulverizing“ its entire 
body. Thus the Tower would not fall down to its footprint. It would be toppled to a side and crash by its 
entire length. Don’t’ forget that the Tower was extremely rigid. Here Mr Zeman, who actually claims to be 
the “famous physicist” now appeals to the potential gullibility of his listener which is utterly unscientific 
approach. Mr Zeman hopes that the gullible listener will remember Hiroshima (where a less than 20 
kiloton atomic-bomb was used) and will intuitively draw conclusions that the 150 kilotons blast would be 
indeed „enough to make Manhattan a part of the ocean“. But don’t be so gullible, dear reader. Everything 
submits to laws of mathematics. 150-kiloton nuclear explosions are not exception – they too submit to the 
laws of mathematics. It has nothing do with the „intuition“, and the shameless physicists who now appeal 
to your „intuition“ (read to your gullibility) know this fact very well. This cheap trick will not work here. The 
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150 kiloton nuclear explosion detonated in granite rock will leave a final secondary (again especially for 
the shills „FINAL, SECONDARY“) size of the cavity ~100 meters in diameter. Not enough to make 
Manhattan a part of the ocean as claimed, but quite enough to demolish a building with a footprint of 
~64x64 meters – i.e. comparable to the cavity‘s size (especially considering that the cavity will be „egged 
form with longer face facing upwards“). Mr Zeman has clearly lost this point as well. 
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman comments on my quotation: First of all, to make this understanding easier, let’s 
briefly come back to the point I started this article with: since the Twin Towers collapsed not because of 
“kerosene”, but because of huge underground thermo-nuclear explosions, moreover, they collapsed in 
the “wrong order”, and, in addition to that, the WTC-7 that was not hit by any “terrorist plane” also 
collapsed, we could presume that the planes were not actually needed. They were redundant, because 
they have no contribution whatsoever to the actual collapse of the World Trade Center. Since the planes 
were redundant it would be safe to presume that the 9/11 perpetration could have been performed even 
without any planes involved] But then the important story about the 19 hijackers with the boxcutters would 
not be an option. 
Khalezov: I don’t understand what Mr Zeman is trying to say here. In order to be able to defend yourself 
from an accusation, you must be able to understand the accusation. This is a universal judicial principle: 
the prosecutor has a duty to prepare the charges in such a manner that the defendant will understand 
them. Here the indictment is obscure and even after trying hard to understand it on several attempts I 
could not do so. Since I could not get the point of Mr Zeman I can’t address it. Sorry. 
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman comments on my quotation: Many researches exist now on the Internet 
(especially famous video presentations “September clues” and “FOXED OUT” available on YouTube) that 
include analyzing of various contemporary 9/11 footage showing the “planes” and proving in the most 
satisfactory manner that the “planes” were merely digital.] Even throughout the 9/11 truth community this 
claims are considered ridiculous by vast majority of the people. 
Khalezov: I have no doubt. This particular point is true. The shills who run all these so-called „truthing“ 
communities and their zombied followers incapable of critical thinking indeed consider these claims 
ridiculous (and yet, Mr Zeman did not dare to state that these claims are considered ridiculous by 100% 
of the 9/11 truthers – he was rather careful to use the term „vast majority“ instead). However, the Truth 
will reach more and more normal people capable of critical thinking and these people will make their own 
conclusions, independent on the shills and their zombied flocks. So, let’s wait and see what will happen 
when the general public, at last, will wake up. 
 
Zeman: …actually the Boeing 767 is not made from aluminium, but from its very strong alloys like 
duraluminium, steel and titanium 
Khalezov: Thank you for this valuable clarification, dear Mr Zeman. I will add this extremely valuable info 
so kindly provided by you to my small luggage of personal knowledge. But I guess the passenger planes 
are not made from solid Wolfram or from solid depleted Uranium? Like those artillery armor-piercing 
shells? Those that fly to their armored targets at speeds between Mach3 and Mach4? And I guess the 
fact that those “armor-piercing” Boeings 767 are indeed made from “very strong alloys like duraluminum, 
steel and titanium” does not automatically mean that those classical anti-tank rounds are too made from 
similar “very strong alloys” such as “duraluminium, steel and titanium”? I could only wonder why those 
stupid military men want their anti-tank rounds to be made from Tungsten or from depleted Uranium and 
not from duraliminium-steel-titanium? I think those silly military folks would save a lot of energy lifting and 
carrying duraluminum anti-tank rounds instead of overstraining themselves by lifting and carrying heavy 
ones made from depleted Uranium? 
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman continues my quotation: Some people, understandably, could ask this question: 
since the planes, even though aluminum made, were flying at almost 500 mph, due to their tremendous 
mass and speed they had enough kinetic energy to penetrate the Twin Towers even if the Twin Towers 
were made of steel.] Exactly this is true and can be quite easily calculated. 
Khalezov: That is exactly what scientists who appeal to the gullibility of the man on the street in disguise 
to appealing to his „intuition“ try to do. But it should not work. Especially if you remember my illustrative 
sample – that a fly could never penetrate a swatter irrespectively of how fast it flies towards the swatter. 
Because it is the same physics as if you hit the stationary fly with the moving swatter – you will always 
flatten the fly and it does not matter how fast will be the movement of your swatter: 1 meter per second or 
1 mile per second. The gullibility in disguise of the “intuition” should not be exploited in such a shameless 
manner as attempted here by the “famous physicist” Mr Zeman.  
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman tries to debunk my claims that the thickness of the WTC steel perimeter columns 
was comparable with the front armor of the WWII tanks] No, it definitely wasn't thick as the front armor of 
the tank. Actually throughout the floors where the planes have hit the towers the thickness of the walls of 
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the steel perimeter columns facing outwards was just 0,25 of inch and even in the lowest parts of the 
towers it was just 0,875 inch. See: http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/arch/perimeter.html  
Khalezov: I visited the page mentioned by Mr Zeman and found out that the columns’ thickness near the 
„impact“ spot was 2.5 inch, not 0.25 inch as Mr Zeman claims. (In addition, it was mentioned on the same 
page that it was 59 perimeter columns in each façade of the Twin Towers, and not 60 as claimed by Mr 
Zeman somewhere above). 
Zeman: If a tank would be armored by 0.25 inch thick structural steel it would be penetrable by sniper 
rifle....  
Khalezov: That is exactly why the tank is armored by 2.5 inch thick armor, and not by 0.25 inch thick one 
as claimed by our dear Mr Zeman. 
Zeman: This again shows Khalezov has no clue about the actual facts about the WTC structure. 
Khalezov: I don’t need to have any clue about the actual facts of the WTC structure, because I am not an 
architect in general and not the WTC’s architect in particular (though it seems I know even more than 
certain professional architects, as you can see it from this argument). However, I have a clue about the 
in-built WTC emergency nuclear demolition scheme about the existence of which I got to know from my 
former military service. Besides, I have a clue in regard to the pre-9/11 definition of „ground zero“. 
  
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman comments on my quotation: Many people who at first did not pay any close 
attention to the actual Twin Towers’ construction and thought first that outer façades of the Twin Towers 
were simply made from huge glass panes alone (which would, understandably, allow planes to break in) 
later, to their utter dismay, found out that the Twin Towers in reality were made of some thick steel 
columns – not different from its steel core columns] Not different? Again, the Khalezov knows apparently 
nothing about the WTC structure. 
Khalezov: He is so spiteful, our dear Mr Zeman… Have you ever seen such a spiteful personality? Well, 
Mr Zeman. See my answer above. Since I have never been really interested in architecture it is forgivable 
for me not to know some exact architectural details about the actual WTC construction. However, I could 
easily compensate for my lack of knowledge in that field by knowing, instead, what „ground zero“ used to 
mean before September the 11… And in any case, what do you think about these perimeter columns that 
are shown at the picture below? Do you think that they are really much different from the core ones in the 
sense that an empty aluminum plane could have penetrated them as easily as it was shown to us on TV? 
 

 
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman comments on my claim that no plane could penetrate the WTC steel perimeter 
columns in its entirety, including even the very ends of its wings and the very top of its tail] Actually 
relatively long end sections of the planes wings didn't penetrated the outer wall - as one can find out if 
measuring exactly the dimensions of the holes at the numerous photographs. 
Khalezov: Oh, really? Well done, Mr Zeman. Then let me compare these two photographs. One of them 
shows the well-known hole made by a “plane” in the concrete wall of the Pentagon (with a plane of a 

http://911research.wtc7.net/wtc/arch/perimeter.html
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corresponding size superimposed by 9/11 researchers). And another one – is the well-known photograph 
that shows the well-known hole made by a “plane” in the steel perimeter of the North Tower of the WTC. 
A picture 3 (an “original” 9/11 picture, by the way, that shows the “plane” which is about to penetrate the 
WTC) is optional – so that you can have a clue about the plane’s actual wings span. So here we go: 
 

Picture 1.  

Picture 2.  

Picture 3.  
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A special note for the shills: yes, dear shills and debunkers, I know that the Picture 2 shows a hole in the 
North Tower, while the plane in the Picture 3 is about to penetrate the steel perimeter of the South Tower 
that is a different building. Don’t try to catch me with this “contradiction”. The “plane” is provided here not 
for the exact match, but merely for scaling purposes – so that the readers could imagine how the wings 
span of the Boeing 767 was and whether or not the ends of its wings were included in the hole made by 
similar “plane” in the North Tower. I guess it is very clear that the very ends of the wings and of the tail 
were included. Do you want to argue with this? And, by the way, since we already began to talk about the 
Pentagon here, why wouldn’t our dear Mr Zeman explain to us, stupid folks, why wouldn’t the Boeing 757 
(that supposedly hit the Pentagon) leave a similar hole in the Pentagon’s wall? That was concrete, rather 
than steel-made? Would this mean that the Boeing 767 (a pair of which had supposedly hit the Twin 
Towers) has much greater penetration capability compare to the Boeing 757 (that supposedly hit the 
Pentagon)? When it comes to myself it appears to me that both – the Boeing 757 and the Boeing 767 – 
are made from similar materials which our Mr Zeman calls “duraliminium, steel and titanium”… Isn’t it, 
dear Mr Zeman? And if so why there so big difference in the shape of the holes made by similarly made 
aircraft in the cases of the Pentagon and of the World Trade Center? 
Zeman: silence in response… 
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman can not stop and he continues to comment on my claims that the planes could 
not penetrate such thick steel perimeter columns in its entirety. He continues my quotation, that in turn 
was a description of a photograph that showed steel core columns found on ground zero (made sure to 
notice the word “core” that I especially made bold here: Above: profiles of remaining core WTC columns 
found at “Ground Zero”; their comparative thickness could be easily estimated; actually they feature walls 
2.5 inch thick; such thick columns made of steel constituted both – the cores and the entire perimeters of 
the Twin Towers. In this official sketch you can see how these thick core structures have been positioned 
in reality – not only in the Towers’ middles, as believed by many people, but also on their entire 
perimeters. Does anyone seriously believe that the aluminum-made “Boeing” could really break in its 
entirety (including its tail, wings and large turbofan engines) through the above-shown steel perimeter 
columns?] There actually are not shown the perimeter columns, but the core columns from below 30th 
floor of the WTC. See: http://wtcmodel.wikidot.com/nist-core-column-data . And t again shows how 
Khalezov is playing with the reader... 
Khalezov: And after all he did with his various tricks, intentional miscalculations and outright cheating, Mr 
Zeman would dare to claim that I am “playing with the reader”… Well. I think it is Mr Zeman who is 
playing with my reader, not me. And especially if you read my own words in the above quotation of mine 
(words Above: in bold and all that follow) – I said that these are CORE columns, not the perimeter ones. 
Mr Zeman here resorts to the outright misquoting of me... And it is not even a simple cheap trick he used 
before. This time it is a crime called „perjury“. 
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman continues to claim that my comparison of planes with armor-piercing shells is 
not fair] Why? Because the whole “penetration through steel” concept is a nonsense. The plane didn't 
penetrated the steel in terms of making a hole in it -like an armor penetrator, it just dislodged the columns 
from their position and broke it aside and apart by the tremendous kinetic energy of the impacting plane 
weighting many tens of tonnes and striking the outer wall with relatively small cross-section at very high 
speed of 500-586 mph. No penetration through steel was needed for the plane to get in the building, 
because actually the outer columns were on their connections just bolted by 4 bolts and so could be 
easily dislodged if the force would be perpendicular to the column – which it clearly almost exactly was. 

     <- this is the sketch by Mr Zeman 
Here again we see Khalezov is unable to understand quite simple physics and instead feeds the reader 
with a BS about penetrators.[BS is short for “bullshit” in case you don’t understand Mr Zeman’s scientific 
terminology] 
Khalezov: Here Mr Zeman who represents the “planers’ wing” of the “nano-thermitters’ camp”, at last, 
agrees with me and so begans to contradict his own self... Before he claimed that providing the „kinetic 
energy“ were sufficient the plane could allegedly „penetrate“ steel. He even compared that with water. But 

http://wtcmodel.wikidot.com/nist-core-column-data
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now he discarded, at last, his own ridiculous notion and conceded that the planes did not actually 
„penetrate“ the WTC steel, but merely „dislodged“ the columns... (may be in his own former example with 
water that could allegedly “penetrate” steel he too meant that the water would rather “dislodge” it?) Well. 
But it will not work with me anyway. It is too cheap. And too late. Sorry, Mr Zeman. The planes could 
neither penetrate steel, nor “dislodge” anything in the sense you imply. If you take a closer look at the 
actual hole made by the “plane” in the North Tower (there are quite high-quality pictures showing details 
available on the Internet), for example, this one: 
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you will see that what Mr Zeman claims is a lie. The holes were made in such a manner as to imply that 
the “planes” allegedly „cut through“ the steel. And it is especially notable because the „plane’s“ orientation 
was not strictly horizontal at the impact. While the disposition of the joint-points of the steel beams 
claimed by Mr Zeman was apparently symmetrical and if you draw a horizontal line connecting these joint 
points such a line would be parallel to the Earth’s surface. I hope no one would dare to argue against 
this? However, the hole made by the „plane“ is NOT parallel to the Earth’s surface. Because the “plane” 
that flew into a Tower has its right wing above its left wing and the hole made by it in the WTC perimeter 
was matching. And, by the way, what Mr Zeman and those behind him could say in regard to the case of 
the Pentagon? If in the case of the Pentagon there was the concrete wall (6 capital walls, actually, not just 
one)? What it was to „dislodge“ there – in the Pentagon’s case? Or they want to say that while the Boeing 
757 “penetrated” the Pentagon in a sense of “penetrating”, the Boeing 767 preferred not to penetrate the 
Twin Tower in a sense of the “penetration” but rather „dislodged“ something in a sense of “dislodging”? 
And do you believe this pseudo-scientific method of explaining things? Besides, on the picture above it is 
clearly visible that the actual thickness of the walls of the H-shaped perimeter columns is much, much 
thicker than the 0.25’’ alleged by Mr Zeman above. You can use for scaling reasons the fact that a human 
figure is visible on the photo, so you can roughly estimate how thick were the actual walls of the perimeter 
columns (those that lack the outer aluminum coating).  
Zeman: Here again we see Khalezov is unable to understand quite simple physics and instead feeds the 
reader with a BS about penetrators. [BS is short for “bullshit” – it is just in case someone has difficulties in 
understanding Mr Zeman’s scientific terminology] 
Khalezov: Unlike some, I have some basic understanding of physics. Don’t worry. And I have even more 
understanding about elementary logic and common sense. For example – my common sense says to me 
that if it were true what you claim then the „planes“ would at least decrease their speed while breaking 
into the WTC bodies. Isn’t it? Another point my common sense suggests to me that the planes (I mean 
large passenger airliners) can not fly at their full cruise speed as the altitude of ~300 meters above the 
sea level. I hope Mr Zeman would not argue with this point? Because any aviation specialist will confirm 
this obvious fact: passenger airliners could only achieve their full cruise speed at their cruise altitude that 
is, if my memory doesn’t fail me, somewhat between 8 and 10 kilometers above the sea level. And yet 
another point that is suggested by my common sense is this: the impacts of real planes would not cause 
any black-frames at the very moment of impact in various video-equipment filming such an event. Isn’t it? 
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman wants to say something regarding my former explanation of why the holes made 
by the “planes” had the ridiculously “stepped” shape instead of repeating the silhouette of a plane exactly; 
as you remember, I explained it by the fact that the WTC perimeters contained not only steel perimeter 
columns, but also aluminum coating outside and this coating was arranged in short vertical segments, 
which were eventually blown out by the hollow-shaped charges intended to imitate the “planes” holes; 
here Mr Zeman continues my quotation: It could be clearly observed that perimeter bars were all cut by a 
few ridiculously straight lines, moreover parallel to each other, so a shape of the alleged “impact hole” 
does not match a silhouette of a plane even remotely.] The ends are actually the places where the 
columns were bolted together 
Khalezov: Oh, really? But I thought they were aluminum coating that was distinctly different from the 
actual inner steel columns (as clearly visible on the above photo showing the details of such a hole)... 
Zeman: [continues to insert his comments into my former explanation: Actually, explanation to this 
ridiculous phenomenon] It is not ridiculous, but a natural result of shearing and dislodging the columns 
from their connections [is quite simple. As you can see from this picture the Twin’s perimeters were made 
not from steel columns alone. There was also additional aluminum coating fixed on outer sides of the 
steel perimeter columns. And, unlike the steel columns (which were more or less solid from bedrock up to 
the Tower’s tops), the aluminum coating was arranged in much shorter vertical segments. If you look 
at the above picture’s detail carefully you will notice certain horizontal lines parallel to each other 
repeating on equal intervals – that are slightly visible on undamaged parts of the Tower’s façade. These 
lines that are nothing else than joining points of the aluminum coating pieces show what was an actual 
length of each piece of the aluminum coating. The problem of 9/11 perpetrators was that they needed to 
position their hollow-shaped charges of conventional explosives (that were designed to imitate the impact 
holes – the planes’ silhouettes) not inside the Tower, but OUTSIDE the Tower – because their explosive 
energy should have been directed inwards to make the entire set up look plausible. If they would position 
these charges inside the Tower, then the entire section of the Tower that supposed to be “hit by a plane” 
would not fell inside the Tower as it suppose to be. It would be blown out of the Tower and, instead of the 
“landing gear” and the “plane’s engine” simpletons would find on a sidewalk pieces of the Tower’s own 
perimeters. Apparently, it was not an option. To attach the cutting charges outside the Twin Tower’s 
facades was not an option either – they would be visible by people. Therefore, the tricky 9/11 perpetrators 
placed their hollow-shaped] Blah, blah, blah... Unbelievable ineptitude  
Khalezov: it seems that here Mr Zeman has completely exhausted his argumentation and resorted to 
multiple repeating of such scientific terms as “blah” thinking that his own aptitude would be believable… 
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Zeman: [continues to insert his comments into my former explanation: The explosive energy of the 
charges was directed inwards – in order to precisely cut the steel bars in right spots. And, indeed, it 
worked – as you could see the inner steel bars (that appear to be of “rusty” color as opposed to the 
bluish-shining aluminum coating) were indeed cut in the right spots to imitate the complete planes 
silhouettes precisely. Moreover, cut ends of these steel bars additionally bend inwards – exactly as 
supposed to be. However, the 9/11 perpetrators miscalculated something. Even though most of the 
explosive energy of the hollow-shaped charges was directed inwards – towards the steel, some relatively 
minor part of the explosive energy was directed backwards – creating a kind of recoil effect. This 
managed to blow out the aluminum coating. However, instead of actually “cutting” this aluminum coating, 
the unruly explosion simply tore out the entire pieces of aluminum at their full lengths and threw them 
back to the sidewalks. Therefore, depending of vertical disposition of the hollow-shaped charges in some 
parts it was single vertical length of aluminum bars torn out, in some other places – double vertical length, 
in some other parts – triple vertical length, etc. Therefore these “impact holes” look so ridiculously stupid 
– being a kind of a “stepped” shape, instead of a perfect silhouette of a “plane” as supposed to be if there 
were only steel bars alone. Besides of all, on this photo a woman could be clearly seen, desperately 
holding to one of the sticking up columns; she was recognized as Mrs. Edna Cintron, who was still hoping 
to get rescued at that last moment] In the photograph is also clearly visible the large columns are bent 
inward 
Khalezov: here Mr Zeman wisely preferred not to explain to his gullible listeners why poor Mrs. Edna 
Cintron managed not to be affected by the so-called “nano-thermite” (capable of melting steel into fluffy 
microscopic dust) at the last moments of her life; he would rather prefer to draw their precious attentions 
to some other fact – about the columns bent inwards, thinking that by citing this obvious fact he would be 
able to “debunk” my explanation and to undermine my credibility. Poor chap… Yes, Mr Zeman, if you 
would only bother to read my own explanation (on which you are commenting) you will notice that this is 
exactly what I say – the inner steel columns (as opposed to the outer aluminum coating) are indeed bent 
inwards – because the hollow-shaped charges were directed inwards. So what did Mr Zeman say new to 
us here? He merely repeated what I have said. 
Zeman: [my former explanation, interrupted by comments of Mr Zeman, nonetheless continues here as 
follows; unfortunately, she was killed in the North Tower collapse; but in that last moment of her life she 
demonstrated to the world (by her mere presence at that supposedly “hot” spot where steel columns 
supposed “to melt”) that the US Government was cheating the people.] wise silence on the part of Mr 
Zeman - he apparently does not want to comment on this; otherwise he would be obliged to explain the 
difference – if kerosene was not able to affect Mrs Edna Cintron in the last moments of her life, would it 
also mean that this poor woman was also capable of withstanding the unprecedented alleged effects of 
the so-called “nano-thermite”? 
 
Zeman: [here Mr Zeman comments on my phrase from the NEXUS magazine’s article which is: The laws 
of physics have never taken holiday on 9/11. But the common sense of gullible people watching the TV 
appeared to have taken that holiday instead… Nonetheless, the old English dictionaries printed before 
September 11 that define the strange nuclear term “ground zero” could serve as the best medicine to 
overcome the 9/11 illusion and to regain your common sense… Along with the old English dictionaries for 
the same reason could also be used these photographs showing molten rock after the underground 
cavities left by the nuclear explosions under the three buildings of the World Trade Center eventually 
cooled down and were, at last, cleared of all remaining radioactive materials: - and then the actual photo 
follows – exactly the same photo by Joe Woolhead used above in this Chapter that shows unprecedented 
deep underground cavity and clear signs of former molten rock on the cavity’s walls] This is really 
ridiculous. The photos in fact show intact rock in the depth much more shallower than the Khalezov's “77 
meters below the ground”, so the photos in fact directly disprove all his claims about the nuclear 
explosions under the WTC. 
Khalezov: Do you comprehend what Mr Zeman is trying to say here? When it comes to me I did not quite 
comprehend his actual thoughts. I only understood that in his usual spiteful manner he “authoritatively” 
states that I am a liar and an impostor and nothing of what I claim could be true by default. Well. Perhaps 
Mr Zeman forgot to wear his glasses when looking at the disputed photo that shows clear signs of molten 
rock… And preferred “not to notice” how deep the cavity is. And preferred “not to notice” that the shape of 
the cavity exactly corresponds to the disputed “egged form with the sharper end facing upwards”… And 
when Mr Zeman states that the photo allegedly “disproves” my claims about the nuclear explosion under 
the WTC, what, then, does this photo prove, in an opinion of Mr Zeman? Does this photo prove that the 
WTC was demolished by so-called “nano-thermite”? Or does it rather prove that it was demolished by 
“kerosene”? Or may be – by “laser-beams” from the space? What will be your answer, dear Mr Zeman? 
Zeman: silence in response… 
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Zeman: Among other interesting informations there were links to claims of certain Dimitri Khalezov, who 
besides believing there were no planes at WTC was confusing Uranium-235 with Depleted Uranium and 
at the same time asserting he's former soviet nuclear intelligence directorate man. 
Zeman (one more similar claim in a letter to his colleagues that was eventually forwarded to me): Estulin 
prominently propagates Dimitri Khalezov on his web pages. Khalezov is known as the guy who (besides 
he self-promotes himself as being formerly in the Russian nuclear forces) confuses Uranium-235 with DU 
(see e.g. page 34 of his book Third Truth 911 ver 2.0) 
Khalezov: Yes, Mr Zeman, you are right – indeed there was a mistyping on the page 34 of the free 
edition of the book ver.2.0. It should have been “238” when it comes to the usage of Uranium in armor-
piercing shells, of course, not “235”, as it was typed there. It doesn’t mean, of course, that a man who is 
capable of explaining to you the physical properties of underground nuclear explosions and also designs 
of nuclear weapons, along with seismic signatures of nuclear explosions, and their radiation effects, 
indeed “confuses Uranium-235 with so-called DU” as you put it above. However, it definitely means that 
the level of your spite is indeed absolute, and your hysterical criticism does not contain even a grain of 
constructivism that should befit any true scientist, not to mention that it should befit any normal male who 
is traditionally called a “gentleman”. But just to make the things clear: this unfortunate mistyping on the 
page 34 in the ver.2.0 mentioned by you has been noticed long time ago – almost immediately after the 
version 2.0 was published on July 15, 2010. This mistyping was corrected immediately in every new 
version of the free book that followed the version 2.0. However, it was too late to remove the actual 
ver.2.0 – because it has been immediately included into a DVD-image along with videos and it became 
also the most widely available version of the free book of mine in torrent downloads. I had no choice than 
to leave it “as is”, despite noticing this particular mistyping on the page 34. However, you can be certain, 
dear Mr Zeman, that you were not the first who noticed it – it was noticed long before you. Moreover, I 
have to disappoint you even more – by the time Daniel Estulin has got your hysterical letter with this 
particular comment he had in his hands a version of my book where that mistyping has been already 
corrected. Thus Daniel had a chance to immediately check if your claims about my alleged “inability to 
distinguish between Uranium-235 and Uranium-238” were true or not. And in doing so Daniel had a good 
chance to duly appreciate the actual level of your unprecedented spite.  
 
To make a happy end to this argument I would like to enclose a picture pertaining to the old good days: 
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No, I didn’t concoct this silly, but extremely seditious drawing, dear shills. It is indeed dated back to the 
old good days. It pertains to the happy ‘70s – i.e. to the times when nuclear explosions were not “evil” yet 
(and neither did nuclear power plants) and an idea of using huge underground thermonuclear explosions 
for demolishing steel-framed skyscrapers was a common knowledge I have just copied it from a modern 
Wikipedia article on nuclear tests in case you wander where I managed to get this strange drawing.  
 
I could only wonder what Mr. Zeman and those behind him would say regarding the option (2) depicted 
on the above drawing from the Wikipedia?  
 
Of course, as we could rightly presume, they would say that it is merely a “coincidence” that a certain 
skyscraper has been inadvertently depicted right above the spot of an underground nuclear explosion. 
They will try to convince us that it was not even a “skyscraper”, but a “control tower”, or something of this 
kind. Yes, dear shills. You can indeed say that it was allegedly a “control tower” (right about the spot of a 
nuclear explosion that would turn it to dust, hah?). And what could you say about the pre-9/11 definition of 
“ground zero”? Or, yes, it was a mere “coincidence”, of course. Just a “figurative” or “idiomatic” usage of 
strong expression “ground zero” (that has never been described in any dictionary of idiom printed before 
9/11). And three deep underground cavities showing signs of molten rock under the three WTC buildings 
were, of course, works of three “ancient glaciers”. And all those gullible ground zero responders now 
suffer from leukemia and other kinds of cancers not on account of chronic radiation sickness, but because 
of inhaling asbestos dust and benzene vapors… And, of course, you expect us to believe you…  
 
But you expect too much, dear shills. We will believe our own eyes and listen to our common sense. 
 
The end of the argument between the “famous physicist” Yan Zeman and the infamous impostor Dimitri 
Khalezov. I have no right to claim that I am a winner of this argument, because no judge has been 
appointed, so I leave the final judgment to you, dear reader. But I would like to repeat myself one more 
time, quoting what I have said in the foreword to the full edition of my book 2 years ago: 
 
“As I have already warned above, the most of “professional” 9/11 conspiracy theorists, those who 
routinely spend their precious time chatting in various Internet forums and otherwise parasitizing on the 
9/11 topic, without any doubt will be greatly annoyed by this book. They will be annoyed not because my 
claims in this book are inconsistent, but because of the diametrically opposite reason: because my claims 
are logical and consistent thus leaving no room for them to continue to parasitize on the 9/11 topic which 
they got already used to do during the last 8 years.  
 
Try to understand them – they got used to chew on various conspiracy theories in regard to 9/11 and they 
routinely spend many hours per day sticking in various Internet forums and even sitting physically in 
various “truth-finding” 9/11-related societies. This became their life-style. It does not matter that during 
their 8-year long “research” they managed not to even come close to the truth. This apparent failure does 
not bother them – despite the fact those 8 years were enough to complete two additional university 
courses per each of them. What matters is the very process – to chew on conspiracy theories has 
become a self-purpose. Therefore when someone attempts to steal their favorite chews from their mouths 
by replacing it with a healthy, delicious, but one-time only meal, it understandably causes their 
displeasure and their displeasure could be in fact very intense. It is easy to understand them. Just try to 
imagine yourself in their shoes – imagine that you got used to spend all your time chatting with other 9/11 
conspiracy theorists for the last 7-8 years, and now, at last, you have gotten the point and therefore 
beginning from tomorrow there is nothing else to discuss on 9/11-related Internet forums... The 9/11 
battle is clearly over, the case is closed, and you have to come back to your normal life – and so to spend 
your future efforts on renovating your house, for example, or to devote some time to your kids, at last. 
Can you imagine your indignation in such a case?  
 
Don’t be surprised, when this book will be attacked from every side. The government agents and shills 
will attack it with one (understandable one) reason in mind, while “professional” 9/11 conspiracy theorists 
(the absolute majority of whom are government shills too) will lash out at it with either the same reason in 
mind, or merely out of jealousy, or simply because of their annoyance that someone dared to steal their 
beloved toys and so to deprive them from their favorite pastimes...  
 
But who cares about their problems? Dogs bark, caravan moves on. These folks had their sick fun for 
more than 8 years and that should be enough. Even they, themselves knew very well that they could not 
continue their cheating forever and one day their efforts would be flushed down the lavatory when the 
truth will be revealed. Now the time has come. The truth is available and you have a chance to get 
acquainted with it and judge it yourself. Just read the book and you will have your own idea.” 


